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Abstract

This study addresses the ongoing controversy regarding the definition of DSM-IV posttraumatic stress disorder’s (PTSD)

traumatic stressor criterion (A1). A sample of 119 college students completed the PTSD Symptom Scale separately in relation to

both Criterion A1 and non-Criterion A1 stressful events, using a mixed between-groups (administration order) and within-subjects

(stressor type) design. Contrary to what was expected, analyses revealed that non-Criterion A1 events were associated with greater

likelihood of ‘‘probable’’ PTSD diagnoses and a greater PTSD symptom frequency than Criterion A1 events. Symptom frequency

relationships, however, were moderated by the order in which the measures were administered. The non-Criterion A1 PTSD scores

were only higher when non-Criterion A1 measures were presented first in the administration order. Similar patterns of differences in

PTSD scores between stressor types were also found across the three PTSD symptom criteria. Implications are discussed as to the

ongoing controversy of the PTSD construct.
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1. Introduction

There has been controversy as to the definition of

posttraumatic stress disorder’s (PTSD) traumatic

stressor criterion since PTSD first appeared in the

DSM-III. Currently, this criterion (A1, in DSM-IV)

represents an attempt to provide an objective definition

of the traumatic event that is necessary for the validity

of the PTSD diagnosis (American Psychiatric Associa-

tion, 2000). Despite the ongoing controversy, there is

little empirical research exploring whether events
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meeting DSM-IV-TR’s Criterion A1 are better asso-

ciated with the diagnosis or severity of PTSD than non-

Criterion A1 stressful events are. In fact, the trauma

literature of recent years is not well linked to the

research that has been conducted on the psychological

and physiological impact of ‘‘mere’’ stressful life events

over the past century (e.g., Holmes & Rahe, 1967;

Vinokur & Selzer, 1975). In order to advance an

understanding of PTSD’s etiology and conceptualiza-

tion, an empirical method of defining the events linked

to PTSD is warranted (Davidson & Foa, 1991; Weathers

& Keane, 2007).

In each subsequent version of the DSM, the potential

range of events that would satisfy Criterion A1 has

grown such that currently, in DSM-IV-TR, the traumatic

stressor criterion can be satisfied based on an indirectly

experienced trauma (e.g., by witnessing or learning

about a trauma occurring to someone else). This

broadening of the stressor definition has resulted in

concerns from some experts that it has become too

lenient (Elhai, Kashdan, & Frueh, 2005; Frueh, Elhai, &

Kaloupek, 2004; McNally, 2003; Mikkelsen & Einar-

sen, 2002), and has yielded the term ‘‘conceptual

bracket creep’’ (McNally, 2003) for the PTSD

diagnosis. However, other researchers argue that

Criterion A1 should be expanded to include less severe,

but still serious life events such as chronic illness,

childbirth complications, sexual harassment, or bully-

ing (Matthiesen & Einarsen, 2004; Olde, van der Hart,

Kleber, & van Son, 2006; Palmieri & Fitzgerald, 2005;

Smith, Redda, Peyserb, & Vool, 1999). Despite the

controversy over which events constitute a potentially

traumatic experience, experts on both sides of the

argument agree that the definition of Criterion A1 and

its application have broad implications for the

identification of trauma victims, allocation of resources

for victims, and clarification of trauma-related research

(McNally, 2004; O’Brien, 1998).

1.1. Recent research on Criterion A1

Several very recent studies have consistently

demonstrated that in contrast to Criterion A1 events,

non-Criterion A1 stressful events result in similar or

higher rates of PTSD diagnoses and severity. Gold,

Marx, Soler-Baillo, and Sloan (2005) found that among

430 college students, participants with non-Criterion

A1 stressful events reported on average: less exposure

to traumatic events, higher PTSD rates, severity of

symptoms, and re-experiencing scores, and similar rates

of global distress than those reporting Criterion A1

events. However, the small effect sizes reported,
ranging from correlations of .01 to .18, indicate that

the differences between PTSD ratings from Criterion

A1 versus non-Criterion A1 groups may not be

meaningful. In another recent study, Mol et al.

(2005) analyzed surveys of 832 patients of general

medical practices in the Netherlands. The authors did

not find a significant difference between Criterion A1

and non-A1 groups in PTSD scores until time since the

event was controlled for in post hoc analyses. With time

as a covariate in the analyses, the non-Criterion A1

group evidenced greater PTSD severity for events that

occurred in the past 30 years.

Shapinsky, Rapport, Henderson, and Axelrod (2005)

instructed college students to rate PTSD symptoms

based on a college exam as the index event. A large

number of participants indicated symptoms that were

above conservative cut-off scores on PTSD measures

(10% of participants on each of the measures, the

Impact of Event Scale-Revised, PTSD Checklist, and

Revised Civilian Mississippi PTSD Scale). History of

trauma or other recent stressful life events were not

controlled for in analyses. Erwin, Heimberg, and Marx

(2006) grouped a sample of 45 participants who

reported interpersonal or performance anxiety by

history of exposure to at least one traumatic event

(n = 16), in addition to a control group. They found

group differences in PTSD symptom severity, but

Criterion A1 and non-Criterion A1 groups did not differ

from each other on avoidance or hyperarousal

symptoms (although their means were significantly

higher than the control group).

In the most recent study, 103 participants initially

presented for an antidepressant trial and were adminis-

tered the Structured Interview for DSM-IV (SCID)

(Bodkin, Pope, Detke, & Hudson, 2007). As part of the

PTSD module, participants’ PTSD symptoms were

assessed based on exposure to traumatic events; if no

history of trauma exposure was endorsed, they were

assessed based on less stressful events; and, if less

stressful events were denied, PTSD symptoms were

assessed based on anxiety-producing thoughts (Bodkin

et al., 2007). Blind raters then grouped participants into

History of Trauma, No History of Trauma, or Equivocal

(undecided). Findings revealed that groups did not

differ significantly in the number of participants who

met PTSD symptom criteria (B–F). In fact, approxi-

mately 80% of participants met criteria across all three

stressor categories.

These recent studies examining differences in PTSD

symptom severity and number of diagnoses suggest that

non-Criterion A1 events can result in similar or higher

PTSD symptom rates and diagnoses than Criterion A1
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events. These findings are counterintuitive since one

would expect that Criterion A1 events would be more

likely than non-Criterion A1 events to be associated

with PTSD. These findings may be contributable to the

lack of sufficient control of past trauma exposure in

these studies, or to differences in trauma exposure

duration, with the participant’s Criterion A1 event being

a single incident while the non-Criterion A1 event being

of longer duration.

It is important to note, therefore, that none of the

previous studies reviewed included a traumatic event

exposure history measure with behaviorally specific

language. A formal assessment of traumatic event

exposure with a reliable and valid measure is important

when attempting to empirically analyze the relationship

between events and psychological variables (McHugo

et al., 2005; Netland, 2005). Studies have evidenced that

questions with language that was behaviorally specific

about type of sexual abuse exposure (‘‘Before the age of

18, did anyone (parent, other family member, romantic

partner, stranger or someone else) ever succeed in

physically forcing you to have intercourse, or oral or

anal sex against your wishes or when you were in some

way helpless?’’) have yielded more accurate traumatic

event exposure prevalence rates than those that are more

general (‘‘Before the age of 18, were you ever sexually

abused) (reviewed in Frueh et al., 2004). And only the

Erwin et al. (2006) and Bodkin et al. (2007) studies

controlled for a history of traumatic events when

comparing non-Criterion A1 stressful events to trau-

matic events. Without controlling for trauma history, it

is impossible to conclude that PTSD resulting from non-

Criterion A1 stressful events was not due to previous

trauma exposure. Finally, when effect sizes were

reported, they were small.

The purpose of the present study was to build and

improve upon the methodology of the few recent

empirical studies that have examined differences in

symptom ratings between PTSD’s Criterion A1 and

non-Criterion A1 events. These improvements in

methodology included a formal assessment of trauma

and life stressors and the use of a counterbalanced,

repeated measures design that increased control of the

influence of traumatic event exposure history and order

of administration effects.

2. Method

2.1. Participants

Participants were drawn from a sample 528 college

students (18+ years old) enrolled at a medium-sized
state university in the Midwestern United States. All

participants were recruited in Fall of 2006 from a multi-

department research pool through the university’s

website and awarded research credit after participation.

These individuals provided informed consent, in an

Institutional Review Board approved study.

Of the 528 participants, the majority of respondents

was Caucasian (94.3%; n = 498); female participants

comprised 68.4% (n = 361) of the sample; age ranged

from 18 to 54 years (M = 20.74, SD = 4.20); and, more

than three quarters of the sample reported their

relationship status as single (77.8%, n = 411). Slightly

fewer than half of the sample indicated they were

freshmen in college (43.6%; n = 230), with the next

most frequent response being a senior (36.9%; n = 98).

Approximately, half of participants claimed to be

employed either full- or part-time (51.9%) versus

unemployed (48.1%).

2.2. Measures

2.2.1. Demographic survey

This survey collected relevant demographic infor-

mation (e.g., age, gender, years of education, marital

status, and ethnicity).

2.2.2. Stressful life events screening questionnaire

(SLESQ)

The SLESQ (Goodman, Corcoran, Turner, Yuan, &

Green, 1998) is a 13-item self-report instrument which

uses behaviourally specific questions to assess lifetime

exposure to a variety of Criterion A1 events as defined

by DSM-IV PTSD diagnostic criteria. Sample items

include: ‘‘Were you ever in a life-threatening acci-

dent?’’ and ‘‘Has an immediate family member,

romantic partner or very close friend died as a result

of accident, homicide, or suicide?’’ Events are queried

using dichotomous ‘‘yes’’/‘‘no’’ questions, with rele-

vant characteristics such as age at time of the event and

the number of times an event occurred also being

queried. Goodman et al. (1998) reported adequate

psychometric properties for the SLESQ, indicating that

the measure was able to distinguish Criterion A1 from

reported sub-threshold events in 85% of the cases. Test-

retest reliability over a 2-week time interval (median

k = .73) and convergent validity with a lengthier

interview of traumatic event exposure (median

k = .64) were also adequate (Goodman et al., 1998).

2.2.3. Life experiences scale (LES)

The LES (Sarason, Johnson, & Siegel, 1978) is a 57-

item self-report measure assessing significant life
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experiences such as change in financial, employment,

and relationship status occurring over the last year.

Sample items include: ‘‘Breaking up with boy/girl-

friend’’ and ‘‘Beginning a new school experience at a

higher academic level (college, graduate school, profes-

sional school, etc.).’’ The measure includes three spaces

in which respondents can add events of their own, as well

as a 10-item optional section that is intended to be

administered only to students and captures student-

related stressors. The original LES version asked

respondents to rate the impact of the event on a 7-point

Likert scale ranging from�3 (extremely negative) to +3

(extremely positive) (Sarason et al., 1978). Negative,

positive, and total change scores are derived by summing

the impact ratings of the reported life events (Sarason

et al., 1978). For the purposes of this study, only the list of

the 57 events was used (without Likert ratings) in order to

obtain a non-traumatic event query that was analogue to

the SLESQ. As such, six items were removed (items 3, 5,

8, 15, 35, 39) in an attempt to avoid participants’

endorsements of Criterion A1 events on the LES (covered

instead by the SLESQ). Items that were removed

included events such as the death or serious illness or

injury of a family member, spouse or close friend.

Moderate test–retest reliability over a 5–6-week time

interval was reported by Sarason et al. (1978) for the total

change score (r = .63, p < .001 and r = .64, p < .001).

Sarason et al. (1978) reported that the LES differentiated

between college students who sought psychological

assistance and those who did not.

2.2.4. PTSD symptom scale-self (PSS) report

The PTSD Symptom Scale (Foa, Riggs, Dancu, &

Rothbaum, 1993) is a 17-item PTSD measure, mapping

onto DSM-IV’s 17 PTSD symptoms, using a four-point

Likert scale to rate the frequency of these symptoms in

the past week. Participants were instructed to link their

symptoms to a Criterion A1 and non-Criterion A1 index

event that had happened to them in the previous 5 years.

Reliability for the PSS is moderate, with internal

consistency coefficients ranging from .65 to .71 and

test–retest reliability coefficients between .66 and .77

for an interval of 1 month (Foa et al., 1993). Moderate

correlations with the SCID PTSD module and Clinician

Administered PTSD Scale have been reported (r = .73

and .83, respectively), with the PSS correctly classify-

ing 94% of participants diagnosed with PTSD and

resulting in diagnostic sensitivity of .88 and specificity

of .96 (Foa et al., 1993; Foa & Tolin, 2000).

Two PSS scoring methods have been proposed to

determine presence of ‘‘probable’’ PTSD diagnoses and

were used in this study: an algorithm method and a
continuous scoring method. In one method, ‘‘probable’’

PTSD diagnoses are determined using the PSS author’s

recommended algorithmic method, in which at least one

re-experiencing, three avoidance/numbing, and two

hyperarousal symptoms are identified with a score of 1

or greater on the measure (Foa et al., 1993). In a second

scoring method, PTSD diagnoses are determined using

the PSS as a continuous measure with a recommended

cutoff score of 15 (Wohlfarth, van den Brink, Winkel, &

ter Smitten, 2003), resulting in sensitivity and

specificity of .90 in classifying PTSD diagnoses derived

from the Composite International Diagnostic Interview

(CIDI).

2.3. Procedure

In order to control for trauma history exposure and

the related impact on measurement of non-Criterion A1

exposure, as well as to control for effects of survey

administration order, this study utilized a randomized

counterbalanced design. Participants were randomly

assigned to one of two groups, based on administration

order. In both groups, participants completed the PSS in

relation to both a Criterion A1 event (identified by the

SLESQ) and again to a non-Criterion A1 stressful event

(identified by the LES) that occurred within the

previous 5 years. In one group, participants completed

the PSS in response to the Criterion A1 index event first

(SLESQ/LES) and in the second group participants

completed the PSS to the non-Criterion A1 stressful

index event first (LES/SLESQ). Participants were

administered the self-report instruments, first complet-

ing an informed consent form, via a web survey

platform managed by PsychData.

Initial data exclusions were completed based on two

a priori exclusionary criteria. Participants had to

endorse at least one Criterion A1 and non-Criterion

A1 event in order to conduct within-subjects compar-

isons, and the traumatic event had to occur within the

past 5 years (to force comparisons to be within a similar

time-frame). Of the 528 participants, at least one

traumatic event was identified on the SLESQ by 315

(59.7%), which is consistent with epidemiological

findings (Kessler, Sonnega, Bromet, Hughes, & Nelson,

1995), but 123 (23.3% of the total) of the 315 were

excluded for not reporting a trauma within 5 years of

study participation. This resulted in 192 participants

who endorsed having a Criterion A1 event that occurred

within 5 years, all of who also endorsed a non-Criterion

A1 stressful event within the same time period. Of the

192 remaining participants, 59 participants were

excluded for the following reasons: 47 were missing
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more than half of the items on the SLESQ or the LES,

two were missing more than 20% but not all of the PSS

items, and 10 were missing all PSS items. Decisions

about appropriate stressor categorization of descriptions

of events that were provided by participants in the

typed-in portions on the SLESQ/LES (the ‘‘other’’

items), and identified as the most distressing event in the

past 5 years, were made by the first and second authors,

unanimously decided on in each case, and resulted in

the exclusion of a final 14 participants. Thus, the

resulting sample size after the a priori data exclusions

was 119 participants.

Within this subsample of 119 participants, the most

prevalent traumatic (Criterion A1) events endorsed on the

SLESQ as occurring within the last 5 years were: the

unexpected death of a very close loved one due to

accident, suicide or murder (n = 54, 45.4%), suffering a

life-threatening accident (n = 36, 30.3%), and being

physically harmed by a non-caregiver (n = 30, 25.2%).

The most prevalent non-Criterion A1 events endorsed on

the LES as occurring in the last 5 years were: beginning a

new school experience at a higher academic level

(n = 103, 86.6%), a change of residence (n = 95, 79.8%),

and leaving home for the first time (n = 86, 72.3%). The

most prevalent distressing Criterion A1 event and non-

Criterion A1 events, and the events to which the PSS was

rated for these participants, were the sudden death of a

close loved one (n = 27, 22.7%) and breaking up with a

boyfriend/girlfriend (n = 17, 14.3%), respectively.

2.4. Analyses

All analyses were two-tailed and computed with

SPSS 13 for Macintosh. When conducting simple

pairwise comparisons of stressor main effects, the

sample was split into the two order conditions and

resulted in reduced total error variance for analyses,

thus requiring hand calculations of F, p and partial h2.

2.4.1. Missing values and outliers

Prior to conducting the primary analyses, all

variables considered for use in this study were screened

for missing values and outliers. The missing data were

found to be minor and missing at random, Little’s

MCAR x2(425) = 469.54, p � .05. Therefore, missing

data were estimated using maximum likelihood

procedures in SPSS’s Missing Value Analysis software

(Schafer & Graham, 2002).

2.4.2. Demographic differences

To determine whether there were significant differ-

ences in stressor event-linked PSS scores based on the
demographic variables of age and gender, as well as the

number of traumatic events, repeated measures ANO-

VAs were conducted. Differences between stressor

types did not meet significance criteria, therefore, the

groups were not considered meaningfully different on

any demographic/trauma variables.

2.4.3. Primary analyses

In order to investigate whether Criterion A1 events

would be associated with a higher proportion of

‘‘probable’’ PTSD diagnoses than non-Criterion A1

events, two Chi-square analyses examining differences

in proportions of probable PTSD diagnoses between

stressor types were conducted. In these analyses, the

variables were whether the participant had a probable

PTSD diagnosis, using the two different scoring

methods, and whether s/he was responding to a

Criterion A1 or non-Criterion A1 index event.

In order to further investigate differences between

the stressor groups, a 2 � 2 mixed ANOVA was

conducted in order to examine differences in PTSD

symptom severity between Criterion A1 and non-

Criterion A1 index events. In these analyses, the within-

subjects variable was stressor type (Criterion A1/non-

Criterion A1 total PSS frequency scores, or stressor

condition), and the between-groups variable was

administration order (order). The main effects for

stressor, order, and their interaction were of primary

interest. The Bonferroni method was used to reduce

Type I error rates, using an alpha level of �.025 for the

mixed ANOVAs and alpha of �.01 for the follow-up

ANOVAs pairwise comparisons.

3. Results

3.1. Primary analyses

‘‘Probable’’ PTSD diagnoses were assigned to a total

of 37 participants (31.1%) on the basis of the cutoff

score and 50 participants (42.0%) on the basis of the

algorithmic method. These frequencies are at the high

end of the range found in those with at least one

identified traumatic event in epidemiological studies

(Breslau et al., 1998; Kessler et al., 1995; Norris, 1992).

Significant differences in proportions of ‘‘probable’’

PTSD diagnoses were found between Criterion A1 and

non-Criterion A1 events using the cutoff score method,

x2(1) = 7.20, p = .007, f = .25. Using the algorithm

method to determine PTSD diagnoses, meaningful

differences were found between stressor types,

x2(1) = 15.69, p < .001, f = .36, with non-Criterion

A1 stressful events (n = 43, 36.1%) evidencing a
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Table 1

Mixed analysis of variance results

Source M (SD) n F Partial h2

Within-subjects

Stressor 5.54a,* .05

Criterion A1 2.25 (1.39) 119

Non-Criterion A1 2.62 (1.56) 119

Interaction (stressor � order) 17.00a,*** .13

Between-groups

Administration order 1.33a .01

Follow-up ANOVAs for stressor � order interaction

SLESQ-LES order 1.47b .01

Criterion A1 2.42 (1.45) 56

Non-Criterion A1 2.17 (1.75) 63

LES-SLESQ order 22.19c,*** .16

Criterion A1 2.10 (1.34) 56

Non-Criterion A1 3.01 (1.27) 63

Criterion A1 1.61a .01

SLESQ-LES order 2.42 (1.44) 56

LES-SLESQ order 2.10 (1.34) 63

Non-Criterion A1 9.29a,** .07

SLESQ-LES order 2.17 (1.74) 56

LES-SLESQ order 3.01 (1.26) 63

Note. Criterion A1 and non-Criterion A1 labels represent event-linked

posttraumatic stress scale (PSS) scores. Stressful life events screening

questionnaire (SLESQ). Life experiences scale (LES). *p < .05;

**p < .01; ***p < .001.
a df = 1, 117.
b df = 1, 55.
c df = 1, 62.
significantly greater proportion of PTSD diagnoses than

Criterion A1 events (n = 24, 20.2%).

We questioned if differences in PTSD symptom

severity would also occur between Criterion A1 and

non-Criterion A1 index events. The main effect of

Stressor, F(1, 117) = 5.54, p = .02, partial h2 = .05, was

statistically significant with responses to non-Criterion

A1 stressful events associated with significantly higher

levels of PTSD symptoms, as measured by PSS scores

(M = 2.62, SD = 1.56) than Criterion A1 events

(M = 2.25, SD = 1.39). The main effect of Order,

F(1, 117) = 1.33, p = .25, partial h2 = .01, was not

statistically significant. The interaction of these two

main effects was statistically significant, F (1,

117) = 17.01, p = .02, partial h2 = .13.

Follow up simple effects tests examining differences

in PTSD symptoms across the stressor types and the

orders were conducted. Simple pairwise comparisons of

the stressor-linked PSS scores indicated that partici-

pants’ PTSD scores were significantly higher when

completing the PSS in relation to the non-Criterion A1

stressful event (LES/SLESQ, M = 3.01, SD = 1.27)

prior to the Criterion A1 event (M = 2.10, SD = 1.34),

F(1, 62) = 22.19, p < .001, partial h2 = .16. When

participants were administered the measures in the

opposite order (SLESQ/LES), PSS scores were not

significantly different across the two stressor types, F(1,

55) = 1.47, p = .23, partial h2 = .01.

In a second follow-up comparison, differences in

both the Criterion A1 and non-Criterion A1 PSS scores

were examined across the orders. As expected, a

significant difference was found between the two orders

for the non-Criterion A1-linked PSS scores. Participants

who responded to non-Criterion A1 stressful events

prior to Criterion A1 events (LES/SLESQ, M = 3.01,

SD = 1.26) scored higher on the LES-linked PSS than

those who responded to non-Criterion A1 stressful

events second (SLESQ/LES, M = 2.17, SD = 1.74),

F(1, 117) = 9.29, p = .003, partial h2 = .16. When

participants were responding to Criterion A1 events,

difference in PTSD scores by order was not significant,

F(1, 117) = 1.61, p = .21, partial h2 = .01. Table 1

contains a summary of the mixed ANOVA and follow-

up analyses, with Fig. 1 depicting the results.

Additional investigations of differences in PTSD

symptom severity between stressor types across the

three PTSD symptom criteria were conducted. As with

the PTSD total score, 2 � 2 counterbalanced mixed

ANOVAs were utilized, and several significant differ-

ences were found. The main effect of stressor type was

significant for Criteria C and D, with the non-Criterion

A1-linked PSS scores being higher in both, and the
interaction was significant for both Criteria B and C.

Simple pairwise comparisons of the orders for both

Criteria evidenced similar patterns of differences as

when using the total PSS scores (i.e., participants who

completed the non-Criterion A1-linked PSS first

endorsed significantly greater PTSD frequency than

participants who completed the non-Criterion A1-

linked PSS second).

4. Discussion

Somewhat contrary to expectation, findings showed

that greater PTSD diagnostic rates and symptom

severity were more strongly associated with non-

Criterion A1 stressful events than Criterion A1 events.

The PTSD symptom severity main effect was moder-

ated by the order in which the measures were presented,

with non-Criterion A1-linked PTSD severity signifi-

cantly higher than Criterion A1-linked PTSD severity

when non-Criterion A1 measures were presented prior

to Criterion A1 measures. A similar pattern of findings
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Fig. 1. Graph of stressor � order interaction.
was revealed for the three PTSD symptom criteria as the

outcome variables.

These findings are important in the search to improve

the definition and understanding of the definition of a

traumatic event. An ongoing controversy surrounding

the construct of PTSD is whether the traumatic stressor

criterion should be expanded to include a wider range of

life stressor events or if this criterion has already

become too inclusive (O’Brien, 1998). The definition of

Criterion A1 is very important for a number of reasons.

Given the way in which the PTSD diagnosis is worded

at this time, Criterion A1 is necessary to create the

stressor-response link that must be empirically sup-

ported for the validity of the diagnosis (Breslau, 1990).

This stressor criterion also makes the otherwise non-

unique diagnostic symptom criteria of PTSD specific to

the disorder, since all but the re-experiencing symptom

cluster is shared with other diagnoses (Simms, Watson,

& Doebbeling, 2002). However, it should be noted that

PTSD’s symptoms shared with other disorders do not

seem to impact PTSD’s prevalence or diagnostic

comorbidity (Elhai, Grubaugh, Kashdan, & Frueh, in

press). Further, without clarifying and strictly adhering

to a single definition of a relevant etiologic event (on a

continuum from ‘‘merely’’ stressful to traumatic),

research results, funding for and availability of

treatment, and legal issues could be affected in a

variety of important ways.
There are several possible competing explanations

for why non-Criterion A1 stressful events were

associated with greater PTSD severity and diagnoses

than Criterion A1 events in this study. One explanation

is that the current DSM-IV A1 stressor criterion is

problematic (Spitzer, First, & Wakefield, 2007).

Solutions to this problem have included the suggestion

to broaden or abandon Criterion A1, or to tighten the

definition so more definitive research can be conducted

(Avina & O’Donohue, 2002; O’Brien, 1998; Spitzer

et al., 2007). A second possible explanation is that there

is a problem with PTSD’s symptom criteria that results

in life stressors appearing to yield similar PTSD

symptom patterns to that of traumatic stressors (Bodkin

et al., 2007; Spitzer et al., 2007). Potential solutions to

this problem could include defining a new diagnostic

category in which life stressor-related (but not ‘‘trau-

matic stressor’’) PTSD should be placed (American

Psychiatric Association, 2000; Weathers & Keane,

2007), or distinguishing PTSD symptom criteria such

that PTSD symptoms are specific to responses to

traumatic events and unique from other symptomatol-

ogy (McHugh & Treisman, 2007; Spitzer et al., 2007;

Watson, 2005). Differences in duration of exposure to

the traumatic event do not appear to be the cause of the

non-Criterion A1 events resulting in higher PTSD

diagnoses and symptoms in this study, as the most

frequently chosen non-Criterion A1 index events were
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single incidents like a breakup with girl/boyfriend or the

sudden death of a loved one.

A third explanation of these results is that, perhaps,

the measurement of PTSD is itself problematic.

Potential solutions could include empirically examining

the influence of repeated measures PTSD testing, and

exploring the ability of participants to separate the

influence of having PTSD symptoms from multiple

stressors when responding to a single event. Yet another

measurement issue involves the notable finding that

PTSD symptoms endorsement was influenced in this

study by orders effects. That is, it is possible that

without an objective anchor for what constitutes a

traumatic event, participants may be more likely to

endorse PTSD symptoms to stressors encountered in

everyday life. In other words, it is suggested that a

priming effect resulted in the non-Criterion A1-linked

PSS scores being muted when following the Criterion

A1-linked PSS, but when the non-Criterion A1-linked

PSS is first in the order presentation, it was believed that

the Criterion A1 measure should not have the mitigating

function found in the opposite order (Aarts &

Dijksterhuis, 2002; DeCoster & Claypool, 2004).

A fourth explanation is that stress responses cannot

be taken out of the context of the subjective appraisal of

the experience. Further empirical investigation of the

influence of an individual’s perception of the event

when rating responses to an objective event is a possible

solution to this problem. These are critical issues for the

field to grapple with as the DSM-V is under

development and, ultimately, may require changing

the A1 criterion to include stressful events or altering

the diagnostic entity in some fundamental way.

There are several limitations to the study’s findings.

One limitation is use of an undergraduate college

sample. This type of sample is not randomly selected

and tends to represent a higher functioning group, which

leads to a restricted range of scores and smaller within-

group variability. This sample was also primarily

Caucasian and from a single Midwestern university.

Therefore, generalizability of a rural, college sample to

other populations may be limited. Additionally, the self-

report nature of the measures is retrospective. PTSD

symptoms were assessed to an index trauma, but, as is

true with most PTSD measures, neither Criterion E nor

F were assessed. Thus, because functional impairment

was not assessed nor was this a longitudinal study, it is

not known whether the full PTSD diagnosis would

differ, or have a different PTSD symptom trajectory,

based on Criterion A1 versus non-Criterion A1 stressors

overtime. The LES was also not comprehensive in its

coverage of non-Criterion A1 stressful events in that it
did not query experiences such as sexual harassment,

childbirth, chronic medical illnesses, and bullying.

There may also have been carry-over effects that

affected responses across the measures since they were

completed at the same time and in the same context.

Despite these limitations, this study addressed

methodological concerns characterizing earlier

research examining differences in PTSD symptom

ratings between Criterion A1 and non-Criterion A1

stressful events by improving upon prior studies in a

number of ways. These include using a formal

assessment of trauma and life stressors, and by use

of a more sophisticated methodology that increased

control of the influence of traumatic event exposure

history and order of administration effects.
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